
2. UNDERLYING SEGMENTS

2.1 Segments

The underlying segments of Moronene are set out in the chart below. There are twenty-one
consonant segments and five vowel segments. The consonant segments include seven stops, six

prenasalized stops, three fricatives, three nasals, and two flaps.

Chart 1. Moronene Underlying Segments

retro-

glottal

Contoids:



Most of the above segments need no further phonetic description. The nasal portion of the

prenasalized stops is not of short duration; phonetically it is just like a nasal plus stop cluster. In

phonemic transcription, the prenasalized stops will be represented as digraphs and the alveolar flap

as /r/.

2.2 Distinctive Features

The following chart gives the distinctive features for Moronene consonants and vowels:

Chart 2. Distinctive Features of Moronene Segments

p t k b d g "^p ^t Ok "f^b ^^d Og m n r) r t p s h ?

syllabic ------- _ . _ _ . - __---___
sonorant ------- - - - - - + + + + + _.-_
continuant ------- - - - - - - _-+ + + + + _

nasal __-___+ + + + + + + + + ---___
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low --_---_ _ - - - - - _____- + +
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voiced --- + + + - - - + + + + + + + + +---
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2.3 Minimal Pairs

The following are minimal pairs of phonetically similar segments (morpheme boundaries are

marked with +):

p/b



g/Dg



An alternative analysis would regard the suffix-initial consonants as underlying morpheme-final

consonants which are deleted by rule in word-final position but are retained when there is suffixation.

Hence we would reanalyze the earlier example above as follows:

/me+?ahu+o/



There are a number of possible ways of analyzing the presence or lack of a glottal at root-initial

position. One way is to posit a glottal epenthesis rule which inserts glottal stops between prefixes and
vowel-initial roots. For some morphemes the rule would be marked as optional.

The rule could be formulated as follows:

-
-syllabic



With regard to phonotactic constraints, we may conclude that there is no constraint on the

distribution of glottal stop. It has the same distribution as most other consoncints, occurring freely in

both morpheme-initial and morpheme-medial position. But there may be some constramt on vowel-
initial morphemes, or on the syllable pattern V occurring in morpheme-initial position.

The following is a complete list of vowel-initial morphemes from my database of over four

thousand morphemes, grouped according to their position in the phonological word. Roots are
divided into two groups; the bound roots must always be preceded by a prefix.

Proclitics:



/ggoroqgoro/

/i;ar)ga/

/matugga/

'sparkle'

'miniature passion fruit'

'rest on'

'intend'

Mead (1998:95) notes that medial /g/ is unattested in Proto-Bimgku-Tolaki; in Moronene this is

not the case. Some examples:

/logo/ 'race'

/marago/ 'noisy'

/tagia/ 'forced labor'

/bagasia/ 'be noisy at dusk'

Table 1. Consonant Frequency

^ffiHit:....



/ui/



The following are additional four vowel sequences which have been found in polymorphemic

words:

/iauo/



['?afi]



There are two possible ways of interpreting the above data. Muthalib et al (1991:25) regard the

long vowels as separate phonemes. Then they analyze stress as being penultimate except for final

long vowels. The solution I propose, which also is in line with similar analyses of related Sulawesi

languages, is to regard the long vowels as geminates, that is, sequences of the same vowel. This

reduces the number of phonemes and preserves the penultimate stress pattern.

4.4 Diphthongization

So far all the data presented has been shown to conform to the basic pattern of syllables and

stress. The following data, however, is less easy to accommodate to the basic pattern and necessitates

the setting up of somewhat more complex syllabification and stress assignment rules:

(E) ['ko'e]



1. If we interpret [u] as /w/, it means we would have an otherwise unnecessary additional

underlying segment. But this segment would have a skewed distribution, never occurring in

morpheme-initial position. On the other hand, in CV phonology, /w/ is merely /u/ attached to a C
position on the skeletal tier, so it would not really be an additional segment.^

2. When the putative semivowels occur between vowels (data set (E) above), the semivowel
interpretation would still conform to the basic syllable pattern, e.g. CV.CV. It would also conform to

the penultimate stress rule. For example:

/'ko.ye/ 'that'

/'ta.yu/ *sago sediment'

But in data set (F), where the supposed semivowel precedes a consonant, or data set (H), where
it is word final, such an analysis would mean the positing of other syllable types, CVC or VC. In data

set (H), this would mean that the penultimate stress rule would no longer apply.

3. It is preferable to treat all the vowel sequences which undergo diphthongization the same
way. Although interpretation as semivowels could possibly be used for some of the sequences, it is

more problematic to explain the sequences /ae/ and /ao/ that way. The same applies to the

geminate sequences. I therefore prefer the analysis that the shortened vowels in such sequences

retain their status as vowels.

4.5 Syllabification and Stress Rules

I propose the following syllabification and stress rules to explain the data presented above.

These rules should probably be regarded as cyclic in that they apply in both stratum 1 and stratum 2

of the lexical module and reapply whenever another rule changes the syllable structure of a word
being formed, for example by deletion. This is similar to Mohanan's analysis of English phonology

(1986:32) in which "syllable formation . . . applies not only to the forms in the morpheme list, but

also to every derived form at strata 1 and 2."

Syllabification rules:

1. Assign C labels to [-syllabic] segments and V labels to [+ syllabic] segments.

2. Assign one a to every sequence of geminate vowels.

3. Assign one a to each of the following vowel sequences: /aV/, /ei/, /oi/, /ou/.

4. Assign a to any unassociated Vs.

5. Assign C's to a on the right.

Stress assignment rules:

1. Assign stress to the syllable dominating the penultimate vowel of word.

2. The first vowel of a stressed syllable takes the stress.

Assigning of a to geminate vowels (Step 2) needs to precede the assigning of a to other vowel

sequences (Step 3) in order to account for data such as the following:

/Pu.'i;aa.u/ 'your gold'

/daa.u/ 'your being'

In the above data there are two overlapping vowel sequences subject to diphthongization,

namely /au/ and /uu/. Hence there are two possible ways of syllabification which would result in

acceptable complex syllable nuclei, e.g. /aa.u/ or /a.au/. But the stress placement on the first

geminate vowel shows that the geminate sequences are indivisible when it comes to syllable division.

The application of the syllabification rules is demonstrated in the following example.
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Stress assignment (s = stressed, u = unstressed):

I I

a



/mo+po+ pate+aku/
/ndo 4- pe+ tii+hako/
/ndo+ ?0|;ipi+o+mo/
/po+o?iaH-ho+mo/
Ainipia+ho+mo/

[,mopo - ,pate - 'aku]

[,ndope-,ti:-'hako]

[,ndo - ?o,tipi - 'omo]

[,po-o,?ia-'homo]

[,kini,pia-'homo]

*to kill me'

*they lowered'

'they already advised'

*he was left'

*it is evening already'

In cases where the two rules conflict, the demarcation rule takes precedence. Such conflicts

usually arise when subunits with an odd nimiber of syllables are juxtaposed with subunits having an

even number of syllables.

Three or five syllable suffixes:

/loi^a+ ako+o+mo/
/upu+a+no+mo/
/mo -f ?otu+ akitci/

/te -hbi+ bintjo+ ?ira+mo/
/tagi^i+akomiu+mo/

Three or four syllable stems:

/sosa -Hqkciruru/

/pe+ Tutea+ hi+o/
/mom+ poko+mo+ taha/

/poko+ pe+ndua/
/i;akiana+ku/

One syllable suffixes:

/to+ pe -I- dandi+mo/
/meka+ kui;e+ kui;e+ pi/

/ra?i+ra?i+no/

Aom+ pura+ pura+no/

[,i;oi;a-a'ko:mo]

[,upu-a'nomo]

[,mo-,?otu-a'kita]

[,te - bi,bintj"o - ?i'ramo]

[ta,gii;i- ,akomi'umo]

[,sosa-r)ka'fUfu]

[pe-,?ui;ea-'hio]

[mo,mpoko-mo'taha]

[,poko-pe'ndua]

[jtakia'na-ku]

[,tope-da'ndi-mo]

[,meka - ,kui;e - ku'^e - pi]

[,ra?i-ra'?i-no]

[ko-,mpura-pu'ra-no]

'already submerged'

'already the end'

'to cut for us'

'they were startled'

'unlock it for you (pi.)*

'fall fluttering'

'got on it'

'to make red'

'make it twice'

'my nephew/niece'

'let's promise'

'to lie to one another'

'his/her face'

'the final one'

The evidence suggests that morphemes are assigned penultimate stress in the lexical module.

This morphemic stress can be overridden by penultimate word stress when the latter falls on the final

syllable of the morpheme, as in the above examples with one syllable suffixes. Otherwise the

morphemic stress will be manifested as secondary stress.

The pattern of secondary stress in the following words can be explained if we identify them as

originally being compound morphemes. Each of the original morphemes takes penultimate stress.

/kana?umpe+mo/



Prefixes:

/me+ceu/
/me+piso/

Proclitics:

/mi+^eu/
/mi+ piso+ ?aku+mo/
Au+da?a/
/ndo+tako/

[me-'i;eu]

[me -'piso]

[.mi-'teu]

[,mi - iPlso - ?a'kimio]

[,ku-'cia?a]

[,ndo-'tako]

*come (pi.)'

*to enter*

*you (pi.) come'

*you (pi.) put me in'

^I don't'

'they go'

5. LEXICAL MODULE STRATUM 1

Phonological rules which apply in the lexical module apply to the imderlying representation and

produce the lexical representation. Such rules may be morphologically conditioned; they may apply

to certain lexical items but not to others. They may apply within words but not across word
boundaries. Because of this they generally have surface exceptions; examples can be found at the

surface level where the process outlined in the lexical rule does not apply even though the

environment spelled out in the rule is present. Katamba (1989:280) summarizes the distinction

between rules applying in the lexical and postlexical modules as follows: "Lexical rules have access

to word-internal structure, are structure preserving, cannot apply across word boundaries, apply

cyclically and have exceptions; the latter have none of these properties."

The lexical module is divided into two strata. Certain affixes are added in stratum 1 and certain

rules apply in that stratum. These rules do not apply to affixes added in stratum 2.

5.1 Vowel Copy

The following process applies to only one morpheme, the diminutive clitic -?Vte. The first

vowel of the clitic matches the final vowel of the stem to which the clitic attaches. Note that the

clitic starts with a glottal stop which separates the two identical vowels.

[?o,kidi'?ite] 'very small' /?okidi/ 'small'

[,ne:'?ete] 'nickname' /nee/ 'name'

[,?ana'?ate] 'small child' /?ana/ 'child'

[,heo'?ote] 'small ant' /heo/ 'ant'

[,manu'?ute] 'small chicken' /manu/ 'chicken'

The rule can be formulated as follows:

(1) [+syllabic] -> [a F] / [a F] + C
[+low]

The above rule means that a syllabic segment preceded by a glottal consonant (+low) in a suffix

takes on all the same features as the preceding segment just before the morpheme boundary.

This rule needs to have its domain restricted to stratum 1 because it does not apply with other

suffixes which begin with a glottal stop. Note the following cases in which the rule does not apply.

Lexical phonology can handle this by assigning the suffixes found in the examples below to stratum 2

of the lexical module.

/tabe+?aku/

/hau+?akono+?o/
/gagara-h?o/

/mo+hoda+?ira/
/koto+?akita+?o/

'forbid me'

'scoop it for him'

'shout at him'

'they have a cold'

'cut it for us'
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5.2 Low Vowel Copy

A similar vowel copy rule affects the underlying /o/ in possessive suffixes after the morpheme
/na?a/ *also':

Underlying Lsxk^ Meaning
/na?a-fno/ /na?ana/ 'also him/her'

/na?a+nto/ /na?anta/ 'also us (incl.)'

/na?a+ndo/ /na?anda/ 'also them'

Unlike the previous rule, high vowels are unaffected:

/na?a+r)ku/ 'also me'

/na?a+u/ 'also you'

/na?a+miu/ 'also you (pi.)'

The rule can be formulated as follows:

(2)
[-^•>f=]-.I.,ow, /[-^'^ + c

The rule means that the first nonhigh vowel in a suffix becomes low when the final vowel of the

stem is low.

This rule needs to have its domain restricted to stratum 1 because it does not apply when
possessive suffixes are added to other stems. Note the following cases in which the rule does not

apply.

/pa?a+no/ 'hisAer thigh'

/gata+no/ 'his/her bridle'

/saha+nto/ 'our chili'

Aapa+hapa+nto/ 'our belongings'

/daa+ndo/ 'their being'

We cannot handle this by simply assigning the suffixes found in the above examples to stratiun 2

of the lexical module. This is because the lexical item which conditions the rule is not the suffix, but

the stem. A similar situation arises in English with regard to the prefix dis~, which according to

Mohanan (1986:45) can be attached at either stratum 1 or 2, depending on which stem it is affixed

to. This is because with some stems it undergoes stratum 1 rules, but with others it does not.

Similarly I suggest that the affixes /no/, /ndo/ and /nto/ are attached in stratum 1 to the stem

/na?a/, but in stratum 2 to other stems/

6. LEXICAL MODULE STRATUM 2

Most rules applying in the lexical module have stratum 2 as their domain. This is the default

domain for any rule which does not need to be assigned to stratum 1 because of its restricted

application.

6.1 Nonhigh Vowel Copy

This process is somewhat similar to the stratum 1 vowel copy rule except that it only applies to

two nonhigh vowels rather than all five vowels. Another difference is that no consonant is present

between the two identical vowels, as was the case in both the stratum 1 vowel copy rules. It only is

found with one morpheme, the third person absolutive suffix /-o/. When this suffix is attached to a

verb with final /a/ or /e/, the vowel of the suffix assimilates to the final vowel of the verb stem. If

the verb has final /o/, the suffix is also /o/. Examples:
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/turupa/

/tuiina/

/?ehe/

/pore/

/moiko/

/mo+sa?o/

leak'

'fair

'want'

'naughty'

'good'

'wrecked'

/turupa+a/
/tuuna+a/

/?ehe+e/

/pore+e/

/moiko+0/
/mo+sa?o-fo/

After high vowels the suffix stays as /-o/. Examples;

/te+tutupi/

/te+buri/

/sampu/
/te+sambu/

'closed'

'written'

'used up'

'connected'

/te+tutupi+o/

/te+buri+o/

/sampu+0/
/te+sambu+o/

'it leaks'

'he falls'

'want him/her'

*s/he's naughty'

'it's good'

'it's wrecked'

'it's closed'

'it's written'

'it's used up'

'it's connected'

The rule can be formulated as follows:

(3) [+ syllabic"]

-high J
-> ta back "l

a low J

+ syllabic

-high

a back

a low

+ #

The above rule means that a nonhigh syllabic segment tcikes on all the same features with regard

to backness and lowness as a preceding nonhigh syllabic segment when it is in word-final position.

We do not need to give further specifications, since the third singular absolutive suffix is the only

suffix which starts with /o/ (see section 3.1.1).

Surface exceptions to this rule occur when the sequences /ao/ or /eo/ occur within morphemes.

This is evidence that this rule has access to morphological information and hence applies in the

lexical stratum. Examples:

/?ao/



Note that roots beginning with glottal stop follow the same pattern as other consonants. This

adds support to my analysis of initial glottal as phonemic, as discussed above in section 3.1.1.

When the first mora has the vowel /a/ as peak, the reduplicated mora replaces this with /o/.

This is probably related to a sound change in Proto-Bungku-Tolaki in which Proto-Malayo-Polynesian

*/a/ was raised to */o/ in antepenultimate position (Mead 1998:68). Examples:

/t:o-|:ako/ 'go for a walk'

/me+ to - tama/ 'to chase men'

/mo+do-damba/ 'cover with batter'

/mon+to-tai/ 'slice up'

In order to handle this variation in the vowel, I posit two different templates for monomoraic
reduplication. These are Co and CV. Co means consonant plus the preassociated vowel /o/. This

template is used for roots with /a/ in the first mora. The CV template is used for all other roots.

6,2.2 Dimoraic Reduplication

In dimoraic reduplication the first two morae of the root are reduplicated. In data set (L), the

reduplicated morae are word-initial; in data set (M) the reduplication is preceded by a prefix.

(L) /tade-tade/ 'go for a walk'

/?ote-?o|;eo/ 'every day'

/ba^ii - ba|ia/ 'goods for sale'

(M) Ao+sampa-sampa/ 'having many branches'

/mo+kora-kora/ 'rather strong'

/mo+ bio -bio/ 'smell of eggs'

The template used for dimoraic reduplication is CVCV.

The following examples show why the reduplication needs to be defined in terms of morae

rather than syllables. When a reduplicated root begins with a diphthongized syllable, it is the morae

(one V equals one mora) which determine the reduplication, not the surface syllable structure. With

dimoraic reduplication in such cases only one surface syllable is reduplicated but it is still two morae.

Note the following examples (surface syllables are divided by periods):

Aa+i:ai-taika/ [ka.t;a^'i:ai.tja] 'toy house'

/mo+bae-baea/ [mo.ba^.'ba^.a] 'to carry casually with hand'

/mo+bau-bauta/ [mo.ba^.'ba^.[a] 'smell of animal hide'

With monomoraic reduplication in such cases the one mora which is reduplicated is less than

one surface syllable. Note the following examples:

/me+i:o-taika/ [me.^o.'ca^tj'a] 'to go from house to house'

/mo+se-sei/ [mo.se. 'se^] 'to cut up'

/mo+so-saa/ [mo.so.'sa:] 'to chase every which way'

6.3 Nasal Assimilation

This process affects only one morpheme, the nasal ligature, symbolized as N-. This morpheme

joins two nouns or other items in a close syntactic relationship such as a verb plus adverb, similar to a

compound word. The nasal assimilates to the point of articulation of the initial consonant of the

second noun. Examples:

(N)

[po,nuampo{Tj'fTia] 'tobacco pouch'

[,botem'puhu] *popcom'

[?a,dap'ntama] 'young man'
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(O)

(P)

Aur)kiiina/



Rather than being a phonological rule applying in the lexical module, we regard it as being a

morphological rule relating to a particular morpheme which is attached in stratimi 2 of the lexical

module. Whenever the feature [+ nasal] is combined with a voiceless plosive, we always end up with

a prenasalized plosive, whether the segment is an underlying prenasalized plosive, or a combination

of suprasegmental morpheme and voiceless plosive.

6.4 Vowel Fronting

There are a number of lexical items which exhibit variation between /i/ and /u/:

/^akipa/ — /|;akupa/

/sipa/ — /suPa/

/tipe/ ~ /tupe/

^widower*

left'

*spin piece of coconut shell (game)*

Which form is used varies somewhat from speaker to speaker. We can analyze this as being

underlying /i/ optionally changed to /u/ by lexical rule, the following bilabial consonant being the

conditioning factor. The rule, stating that a high vowel is fronted before an anterior noncoronal

continuant (i.e. /B/) can be formulated as follows:

(6) + syllabic

^+high
[-back] /

+ continuant

+ anterior

- coronal

This rule is classified as applying in the lexical module because we can find lexical items where

this process does not take place. These would be marked with an exception feature. Examples:

/hipahipa/



/mo+mami+po/ */mo+mai+po/ 'still sweet'

/mom+peradami+mo/ */mom+peradai+ino/ *do it on purpose!'

AoH-seami+?o/ *Ao+seai-l-?o/ 'he has straw

'

Aurami+o/ *Aurai+o/ *able to do it'

6.6 Identical Syllable Deletion

Like the previous rule, this rule has the effect of reducing the number of syllables of a

polysyllabic suffix by one. It does so by optionally deleting the first of two homorganic syllables.

Examples:

(Q) /?ai:a+ako'ko+?o/ - /?ai;a+a'ko+?o/ 'get it for you'

/?oi:i+?ako'ko+?o/ - /?oi;i+?a'ko+?o/ 'buy it for you'

/i:aPa+?ako'ko+?o/ - /caPa+?a'ko+?o/ 'receive it for you'

/papa+?akokomi'u+?o/ - /paPa+?akomi'u+?o/ 'carry it for you (pi.)'

/mo+oaPa+akoko'miu/ — /mo+oaPa-fako'miu/ 'to tell you (pi.)

/mogau+?akoko'miu/ ~ /mogau+?ako'miu/ 'to speak to you (pi.)'

The above examples show that with the plural form /(?)akokomiu/ the rule can apply whether

or not there is a final /?o/ suffix (third person singular absolutive). But with the singular form

/(?)akoko/, the rule only applies in conjunction with a final /?o/ suffix. Note the following cases in

which the rule does not apply:

(R) /mo+?ata+a'koko/ */mo+?ata+ako/ 'to get for you'

/mo+?o(;i+?a'koko/ */mo+?oti+?ako/ 'to buy for you'

/mo+i;aPa+?a'koko/ */mo+i;aPa+?ako/ 'to receive for you'

The explanation for this is that the rule deletes an unstressed nonfinal syllable (that is, no

primary stress). In other words, the deleted syllable must be at least three syllables from the end of

the word. The two identical syllables cannot be in word -final position. In the above examples in

which the rule does not apply, one of the identical syllables is the penultimate stressed syllable and

the other is final, so no deletion occurs.

The rule can be formulated as follows:

(8) C V ^ / + (C) V C V (4-) C V
[a features] [a features]

The rule means that a syllable consisting of a consonant and following vowel will be deleted

when it is the second syllable of a four syllable suffix cluster and followed by a syllable the consonant

of which has identical features to the deleted consonant. The above rule does not explicitly mention

stress, but implicitly it indicates that the deleted syllable is not stressed because at least two syllables

follow it.

Note the following examples in which the rule does not apply even though there are two

identical syllables in word-medial position.

(S) /basi+ako+'ko+mo/ */basi+a+'ko+mo/ 'throw you away'

/dudu+rako+komi'u+po/ */dudu+ra+komi'u+po/ 'still push you (pi.)'

/duku+rako+'ko+po/ */duku+ra+'ko+po/ 'collide with you'

The difference between these examples and the ones in which the rule applies is that a

morpheme boundary intervenes between the two identical syllables. The rule can be seen as a

weakening rule which shortens polysyllabic suffixes. Such a rule will not apply when two identical

syllables belong to different morphemes. However, one might object that actually there is a

morpheme boundary between the two identical syllables of the suffixes which are shortened by the

rule. In other words, one should analyze the suffixes as follows:

/?ako+ko/ 'for + you'

/?ako+komiu/ 'for + you (pi.)'
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With this analysis, the environment of the examples in which the rule applies, as in data set (Q),

would be identical to the second set of examples in which the rule doesn't apply, as in data set (S).

I suggest, that while it is true that the benefactive morphemes can be split up into two
morphemes, this analysis applies to an earlier stratum of the phonology, not to stratum 2 in which the

rule applies. In other words, at the stage in which rule 8 applies, the morpheme boundary in the

benefactive suffixes has been erased, and they cire treated as one morpheme for the purposes of the

rule. There are two ways we could handle this. We could posit another stratum between strata 1 and

2 and assign the benefactive suffixes to this stratimi. Alternatively, we could suggest that this stratvmi

existed in an earlier stage of the language, but no longer exists at the present synchronic stage of

Moronene. In other words, we would claim that for present speakers there are no morpheme
boundaries in /?akoko/ and /?akokomiu/; such botmdaries only existed at an earlier diachronic stage.

6.7 Initial Syllable Deletion

A small number of lexical items undergo optional deletion of their initial syllable when they

occur in utterance-initial position.

/lako+?a+u/ - Ao+?a+u/
/tokia/ ~ Aia/
/saPai;i/ - /pa^i/

/?umbee/ — /mbee/
/t;eu-fmo/ ~ /eu+mo/

'where are you going?'

^friend'

*but'

'yes'

'come here!'

This process is limited to a few common lexical items which frequently occur in sentence-initial

position. In the last example above, only the initial consonant is deleted.

7. RULES APPLYING IN TWO MODULES

The following rules apply both within the lexical module and the postlexical module.

7.1 Palatalization

Palatalization is probably the most interesting phonological process in Moronene. It has a

number of noteworthy features. First of all, it is progressive, not regressive. Consonants are

palatalized after a high front vowel, but not before one. Secondly, it affects consonants at different

points of articulation including velars, alveolars and retroflexed. Thirdly, it affects different

consonants to different degrees. Fourth, it seems to be causing the emergence of new phonemes in

Moronene. Fifth, some palatalization processes apply in the lexical module, others apply in the

postlexical module, and some apply in both.

7.i.2 Palatalization of velars

The following examples set forth the palatalization process in velar consonants within

morphemes.

/?ika/ [•?itj-a] - ['?ika] Tish'

/toriki/ [to'fitji] ~ [to'fiki] 'wall'

/hiku/ ['hitj;u] - ['hiku] 'elbow'

/moiko/ ['mokjo] 'good'

[pa'tiga]/patiga/

/tarigu/

/mo+[ir)aa/

/mokoH-|;ir)aea/

/gei+r)ei/

[pa'tija]

[ta'riju]

[mo^i'iia:]

[moko^i'na^a]

[rie^'nei] - [ge^'oei] ~ [iiei'nei]

'mustache'

'wheat flour'

'bright'

'afraid of heights'

'cicada'
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loan words which retain the alveopalatal consonant (see section 8.2.5). But note the following

examples which are clearly native Moronene vocabulary:

(T) ['tJo?o]



In the case of these morphemes, the most common phonetic target was the one with [tj]. When the

palatalization trigger was deleted, the palatalized target was maintained because of this high saliency

as a phonetic target. The fact that speakers continued to shoot for the same phonetic target shows
that it had gained greater saliency than the underlying representation. This means the surface

representation is gaining some depth.

This can be analyzed as a case of displaced contrast. We can say that /tJ/ is in the process of

emerging as a new phoneme, but it is still at an early stage of the process. Besides the displaced

contrast in native Moronene vocabulary, the presence of [tj*] in unassimilated loan words would also

be a contributory factor. At present, I posit that the phonological system is in a state of flux. It seems
likely that allophonic processes at the postlexical level may eventually lead to more fundamental

changes in the system at an underlying level.

7A.2 Palatalization of/s/

The palatalization of/s/ is best seen as a rule which applies in the lexical module. It only affects

a couple of morphemes.

/isata/

/mo+?o?isa/

[i'gai:a]

[mo?o'?i§a]

The rule can be stated as follows:

(10) + continuant
+ anterior

-voiced

-> [+ palatal] /

[mo?o'?isa]

+ syllabic

+high
-back

*first^

*to winnow'

The above rule states that /s/ (-H continuant,+ anterior, -voiced) becomes palatalized before a

high front vowel.

The following are examples of the many words with the sequence /is/ which have not been

observed to imdergo palatalization:

/?isa/



7.2 Degemination

When a geminate vowel sequence occurs in unstressed position, the sequence may be optionally

reduced to a single vowel. It is always in the context of ciffixation or word compounding. In the case

of the existential verb /daa/ and certain compound words, the rule is obligatory and applies in the

lexical module:

Underlying

/daa+'ko+mo/
/daa+'ho+po/
/daa+'haku/

/daa+'kami/

/];aa+ko'mea/

/taa+'dumpi/

/taa+'e?e/

Lexical

/da+'ko-fmo/

/da+'ho+po/
/da+'haku/

/da+'kami/

/];a4-ko'mea/

/ta+'dumpi/

/'i;a+e?e/

Meaning

*you are already'

's/heisstiir

*Iam'

*we (ex) are'

'Dry Stream' (name of village)

'Narrow Stream* (name of village)

'river'

In the last example above, the rule affects the syllabification, since the form undergoes

diphthongization after the geminate cluster is degeminated (see section 4.4). Contrast the following

examples in which the root is stressed and the rule does not apply:

/daa+ko/
/daa+ho/
/'i:aa#'ea/

you are

*s/he is'

'Large Stream' (name of village)

In other cases, the rule applies in the postlexical implementational module. In this modvde the

rule is optional. Examples:

/tuuna+ni+o/
/mo+o?ia/
/mo+ o?aPa+akono/

[tuna'nio] ~ [tu:na'nio]

[mo'?ia] - [mo:'?ia]

[mo?aPa:'kono] — [mo:?aPa:'kono]

'drop it'

'to stay'

'to tell him/her'

The rule can be formulated as follows:

(12) + syllabic

a features

-stress

/

+ syllabic

a features

-stress

The rule states that an unstressed syllabic segment goes to zero when followed by an unstressed

syllabic segment with identical features.

I suggest that the difference between the lexical and postlexical applications of the rule relates to

a difference in lexical representation. When the rule applies in the lexical module, it changes the

lexical representation to a degeminate form and the geminate form never appears on the surface.

When the rule applies in the postlexical module, the lexical representation is still geminate, but it is

reduced for reasons of phonetic timing, especially in fast speech. Hence the rule is optional.

8. LOAN WORD ASSIMILATION PROCESSES

Loan words in a language often behave differently from native words in respect to their

phonology. If loan words and native words are analyzed together, the true phonological patterns of

the native vocabulary may be obscured. For this reason, phonologists often exclude loan words from

their analysis, preferring to describe the native phonology, excluding interference from other

languages. Such interference, however, is a major cause of changes in the phonological systems of

languages. As foreign loan words become assimilated, dynamic tensions arise between contrasting

patterns and processes, and eventually a new synthesis arises as patterns and processes are

reinterpreted and integrated.

One way of handling the phonology of loan words is to treat it as a subsystem in the overall

phonology of the language. Certain sounds and processes are restricted to the loan word subsystem.
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Others apply to the whole language. Our analysis assumes that loan words are derived from a
different underlying alphabet than native Moronene words. A special set of lexical rules applies to

these underlying segments to produce the lexical representation of the loan words. These then
undergo the same postlexical rules as all the other words of the language do.

8.1 Distinctive Features of Malay/Indonesian Phonology

Most loan words in Moronene originate from Malay or Indonesian (in Moronene, Indonesian is

referred to as /ma|;au/). I use the term Indonesian to refer to the modem standard language, whereas

Malay refers to various regional dialects. It is usually impossible to distinguish whether a loan word
originated from Indonesian or a Malay dialect. Presumably if the loan is a recent one, it would
probably be from Indonesian, whereas if it is of long standing, it would be from Malay. But often it is

difficult to determine when a certain word was loaned into Moronene. Therefore I will usually not
try to distinguish whether words were borrowed from a particular Malay dialect or from Indonesian
but rather simply refer to Malay/Indonesian.

Another problem is to distinguish between loan words and cognates which occur in both
Moronene and Malay/Indonesian because of a common origin from Proto-Malayo-Polynesian. Many
loan words are detectable because they represent items or concepts which are innovations in the

culture. Others are detectable because their phonological shape is different from what it would be if

they had undergone diachronic sound changes. But for some words it is difficult to know whether
they are loan words or inherited cognates. I found Mead's list (1998:424-492) of Proto-Bungku-
Tolaki reconstructions helpful in eliminating some terms that I had thought might be loans. However
although I have tried to eliminate dubious forms, it is possible that a few of the terms cited below are

actually cognates, not loans.

Besides Malay/Indonesian loan words, there are a handful of words which may have been loaned
directly from Dutch, as well as some Bugis loan words. These will be noted as they are encountered,
but a separate treatment will not be given since they tend to conform to the same rules as loan words
from Malay/Indonesian. I only mark as Dutch those words for which there is no Malay/Indonesian
equivalent. Another complicating factor is that Malay/Indonesian loan words may not have been
directly from Malay, but may have entered Moronene via another regional language such as Wolio,

the language of the sultanate of Buton which was suzerain over the Moronene kingdoms. Since Wolio
phonology is quite similar to that of Moronene in many respects, it may be the assimilation processes

described below actually occurred in Wolio, and the Wolio word was then loaned with little or no
change to Moronene. Or it may be that some words were not loaned into Moronene as such, but into

an earlier proto-language such as Proto-Bungku-Tolaki, before Moronene existed as a separate

language (see Mead 1998:492-497). For the purposes of analysis, however, I will ignore these

problems. I will also ignore the fact that some Malay/Indonesian loan words actually originate from
other languages such as Arabic or English. I want to describe the processes that Malay/Indonesian
words underwent as they entered Moronene, regardless of whether it was a one-step, two-step or

three-step process.

The underlying alphabet of Malay/Indonesian differs in the following respects from that of

Moronene:

1. There is an extra vowel, /a/.

2. It lacks the prenasalized stops, the bilabial fricative /p/, and the retroflexed flap Z^/.

3. It has the following additional soimds not found in the Moronene underlying alphabet:

labial semivowel /w/, lateral /I/, alveopalatals /tj/, /j/, /n/, fricatives /f/,/z/.

Malay/Indonesian has a broader range of syllable types than Moronene. Additional syllable

types include CVC, CCV, VC, CCVC, CCCV. The stress pattern, although predominantly penultimate
like Moronene, also includes final stress and antepenultimate stress.^ When words with these foreign

syllable or stress patterns are loaned into Moronene, there is a dynamic tension between the

Malay/Indonesian patterns and the native Moronene patterns. The same happens with loan words
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containing foreign sounds. To resolve this tension, there is a set of rules which change the underlying

foreign representation to a lexical representation conforming more to native Moronene patterns. I

will ignore cases in which the foreign word is pronounced virtually xmchanged according to the

phonology of the foreign language. Such pronunciations, especially typical of bilingual speakers, can

be regarded as examples of code switching, so I exclude such cases from this description of Moronene

phonology.

8.2 Rules for Transforming Foreign Sounds

In most cases the non-Moronene sounds are changed into phonetically similar Moronene sounds.

In some cases there is one-to-one correspondence; a certain foreign sound is always transformed into

one corresponding Moronene sound. In other cases the foreign sound may be transformed into a

variety of Moronene sounds depending on the individual loan word in question.

8.2.1 w^fi
The bilabial semivowel /w/ becomes the bilabial fricative /p/. In this and following sets of

examples, the imderlying Indonesian form is listed first, followed by the Moronene lexical

representation:

/wakil/ /Pakiti/ 'representative'

/warur)/ /Paru/ 'eating house'

/bawar)/ /bapa/ 'onion'

/jawa/ /dapa/ 'Java'

Aawat/ AaPa/ *wire'

8.2.2 I -> c

The lateral A/ becomes the retroflexed flap /x/. Examples:

/lohor/ /tohoro/ 'midday prayer'

/lusin/ /losi/ 'dozen'

/balai/ /ba^ai/ 'hall'

/kilo/ Aico/ 'kilogram'

/halal/ /batata/ 'kosher'

/amal/ /?amai:a/ 'good works'

The retroflexed flap /j/ is sometimes found in free variation with the lateral [1]. This is

especially likely with loan words from Malay/bidonesian, and in more bilingual speakers, in which

case we can say that the lexical rule changing A/ to /t/ optionally fails to take effect. Examples:

/bito^o/ [bi'toi;o] - [bi'tolo] 'bottle'

/titere/ [p'tere] - [li'tere] 'liter'

8.2.3 f->p

The voiceless labiodental fricative /f/ becomes the voiceless bilabial stop /p/. Examples:

/foli/ /poti/ 'volleyball'

/tifi/ /tipi/ 'television'

/hafal/ /hapa^a/ 'memorize'

/ma?af/ /ma?apu/ 'pardon'

/foelpen/ /po^opena/ 'pen' (Dutch)

8.2.4 z^>s

The voiced alveolar fricative /z/ becomes the voiceless alveolar fricative /s/. Example:

/gizi/ /gisi/ 'nutrient'
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AJarita/



/ssnin/



A/

/n/

/r)/

/bebek/



If the final consonant of the loan word is a liquid (/r,l/), the paragogic vowel is an echo vowel,

identical to the final vowel of the loan word. The liquids become flaps in Moronene, and the

instantaneous release of flaps motivates a return to the same vowel target that preceded the flap.

Echo vowels are also usually used with loan words which end in /us/ in contrast to the pattern shown
above of adding /i/ with words ending in /s/. Examples:

/r/ /pikir/ /pekiri/ 'think'

'flashlight'

'patient'

'report'

'measure'

'lime'

/!/ /adU/ /?aditi/ 'just'

'result'

'nicker

'ship'

'as long as'

'gather'

/us/ /halus/ /ha^usu/ 'refined'

'erase'

'must'

'pass'

It was mentioned above that loan words ending in /t,k,n,r)/ usually delete the final consonant.

Occasionally, however, they add a paragogic vowel instead. In such cases, the vowel is usually /i/.

Examples:

/adat/ /?adati/ 'traditional law'

/barkat/ /barakati/ 'blessing'

/malaikat/ /ma^aTekati/ 'angel'

/iman/ /?imani/ 'faith'

/setan/ /setani/ 'demon'

Auran/ Aurani/ 'al-Quran'

Note that most of the above examples are religious terms.

In a couple of examples, the vowel /a/ is added:

/masin/ /masina/ 'engine'

/psdar)/ /padaqa/ 'sword'

There are also a couple of exceptions to the rule that loan words ending in liquids take an echo

vowel:

/pikir/



To summarize how Moronene usually copes with loan words with final consonants: If it ends in a

stop, delete. If it ends in a continuant, add an echo vowel. If it ends in a labial consonant, add /u/.

If it ends in /s/, add /i/.

8.3.3 Epenthesis

Native Moronene vocabulary does not have consonant clusters. When a loan word has a

consonant cluster in either word-initial or word-medial position, the most common process used to

adapt it to Moronene patterns is vowel epenthesis to break up the cluster. As with paragogic vowels,

a variety of epenthetic vowels may occur. The choice of vowel may be influenced by one of the

consonants of the cluster or by a neighboring vowel.

If the consonant cluster begins or ends with /s/, the vowel /i/ is inserted. This parallels two

processes mentioned earlier, namely /a/ becoming /i/ after /s/ and also /i/ being the choice of

paragogic vowel after /s/. Examples:

/kristen/ Aarasitee/

Aristus/ Aarasitu/

/islam/ /?isii;amu/

/astaga/ /?asitaga/

'Christian'

'Christ'

*Islam'

*good heavens!'

/spesial/

/paksa/

/sipsial/

/pakisaa/

*speciar

'force'

If the first consonant of the cluster is a labial consonant, the vowel /u/ may be inserted:

/daftar/ /daputara/ 'register'

/fJahaiu/



/letnan/



8*3.7 Phonemicization of inidal gfottal

In Moronene vowel-initial morphemes are very rare. The entire list of those found so far are

shown in section 3.1.1. The vast majority of apparently vowel-initial morphemes actually have an

initial glottal stop. In Malay/Indonesian, on the other hand, there are lots of vowel-initial

morphemes. Initial glottal stops are phonetic, not phonemic. When such words are borrowed into

Moronene, the initial phonetic glottal is reinterpreted as a phonemic glottal. The motivation for this

is to avoid the extremely rare morpheme-initial V syllable pattern, but instead have the more

common CV syllable pattern. Examples:

/agama/ /?agama/ 'religion'

/akal/ /?akata/ 'trick'

/olahraga/ /?oi;araga/ 'exercise'

/umiu"/ /?umuru/ *age'

There is evidence for the phonemic status of these glottals from the fact that they are retained in

the presence of prefixes:

/pe+?agama/ 'practice religion'

/mo+?akai;a/ 'to trick someone'

8.4 Other Rules

There are some other rules which apply to loan words which are not motivated by the need to

transform the foreign pattern into a Moronene pattern. The loan word input to these rules already

conforms to Moronene patterns. While some of these rules appear to be well-motivated, for others

the phonological motivation is less clear.

8.4.1 Vowel gemmation

In some cases, the final vowel of loan words are geminated when they come into Moronene.

Two motivations for this can be discerned. The first occurs when the loan word has final stress and

ends in an alveolar or velar obstruent. As described earlier in section 8.3.1, in such cases the final

consonant is deleted. The vowel gemination can be seen as a strategy for preserving the final stress

(such a strategy would not be needed in cases when a paragogic vowel was added). Examples:

/sa'nin/ /se'nii/ 'Monday'

/sa'nar}/ /sa'naa/ 'happy*

/ta'nar)/ /ta'naa/ 'calm'

/jd'pai)/ /da'paa/ 'Japan'

/ju'mat/ /du'maa/ 'Friday'

/par'lu/ /para'\iiu/ 'need'

The following example has penultimate stress in Indonesian but it takes final stress in some

varieties of Malay (Rick Nivens, personal conmiunication). The gemination can be explained if we

assume it was loaned from one of those Malay dialects.

/na'bi/ /na'bii/ 'prophet'

This gemination process is not obligatory in two syllable words. It is quite possible to simply let

the stress shift from the final to the penultimate syllable, as the following examples attest:

/ba'dak/ /bada/ 'talcum powder'

/bs'dah/ /'bada/ 'operate'

/ban'tuk/ /bontu/ 'form'

In the case of one syllable words, however, the gemination is obligatory. Since stress must be on

the penultimate vowel, there needs to be at least two vowels in every stressed word. Gemination is

the way the needed second vowel is created.
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When the sequence is /ai/ or /ay/ is in word-medial position, it may be lowered to /ae/.

Excimples:

/kain/ Aae/ 'cloth'

/partjaya/ /parasaea/ 'believe'

/sambahyar)/ /sambahea/ 'worship'

Note that in the last example above, the consonant /h/ intrudes in the middle of the /ay/

sequence, but being phonetically a voiceless vowel, it does not affect the sound change. Note also the

following example in which an unexplained glottal appears in the midst of the vowel sequence:

/malaikat/ /ma|;a?ekati/ 'angel'

The following is an example of /e/ being lowered to /a/

/ember/ /ambere/ 'bucket'

8.4,3 Deletion of /y/

If a loan word has the sequence /ayu/, the /y/ is deleted. Examples:

/ma'layu/ /ma'^au/ 'Malay'

/'payuT)/ /pau/ 'umbrella*

The phonologiccd motivation for this rule is not clear since the sequence /aiu/ is foimd in native

Moronene vocabulciry:

/'taiu/ *sago sediment'

/'baiu/ 'type of tree'

8.4.4 Devoicing and voicing

The velar plosive /g/ is occasionally devoiced to become A/. Examples:

/mir)gu/ /migku/ 'Sunday*

/gargaji/ Aarakadi/ 'saw'

There is also an example of the opposite process in which /k/ is voiced to become /g/:

/pondekar/ /pandegara/ 'warrior'

In the following examples a velar plosive is either voiced and prenasalized or else becomes a nasal:

/makasar/ /marjgasa/ 'Makassar*

/magrib/ /magarebi/ 'evening prayer'

8.4.5 Miscellaneous changes

The following loan words show some miscellaneous sound changes each of which is attested by
only one example:

o ->



9.1 Apocope

This optional process is observed when a word ending in the non-high vowel /-o/ is followed by

a word starting with the front vowel /i/. There are only a few such words since most apparently

vowel-initial words begin with a glottal stop.

/tamano# i+soni/

/tinano#i-l-?ai/

/tamano# i H-rusi/

/?umano# i+mbisi/
/mebaho# i+mama/
/mar)kumo# i -h?aku/

[ta'mani^soni]-[ta'manoi'soni]

[ti'nani'?ai]-'[ti'nanoi'?ai]

[ta'mani'rusi] -'[ta'manoi'rusi]

[?u'mani'mbisi]- [?u'manoi'mbisi]

[me'bahi'mama]-[me'bahoi'mama]

[ma'r)kumi'?aku]-[ma'gkumoi'?aku]

'Soni's father'

'Ai*s mother'

'Rusi's father'

'the queen's garden'

'Mama is bathing'

later V

The rule can be formulated as follows.

(13) +syllabic

+back
-high

-stress

/ -*&syllabic"!

back J

This rule is in the syntactic module because it needs access to information on word boundaries.

Note the following examples in which the rule does not apply within words, whether within

morphemes or across morpheme boundaries.

/moiko+mo/
/meH-|:eH-|;emboi+hako/

/li+pmboi+haku/
/mo+gogoso+i/
/me+hap+i/
/ni+hedo+i/

[moi'tjomo]

[mei:e|;emboi'hako]

[i;i|:imboi'haku]

[mogogo'soi]

[meha'toi]

[nihe'doi]

*good already'

*to feel'

'comfort me'

*to make rice croquettes'

'to gather charcoal'

'be worked'

9.2 Reinterpretation of /i/

On the surface level the palatal semivowel [y] occurs in both word-initial and word-medial

position. In word-medial position, the vowel [i] may be shortened and unstressed so that it can be

represented phonetically as [y]. Note the following examples:

['koye]



choose this second solution. This way the asynunetrical [y] occurs only at the surface level, not in

the underlying representation. This solution is also supported by the fact that the occurrence of [y] is

predictable, and hence best analyzed as being rule governed.

The environment in which [y] occurs is in unstressed word-initial position, followed by another

vowel. If we remember that vowel-initial morphemes are very rare in Moronene, it is not so

surprising that there are only two morphemes in which this process occurs. The rule for initial /i/

changing to [y] can be stated as follows:

(15) +syllabic

-hhigh

-back

-stress

[-syllabic] / # [-hsyllabic]

This process gives additional support for our analysis of initial glottal stop as being phonemic

(see section 3.1.1). If initial glottal stops were regarded as being phonetic there would be some

exceptions to the above rule, that is, words with initial /i/ followed by vowel in which the /\/ does

not become [y]. For example:

/?ia/



All the processes in this section happen to fall into the category of vowel assimilation. Two of

them involve /u/.

10.1 Vowel Unrounding

In the first process, /u/ is optionally unrounded following the unroimded vowel /a/. Note the

following examples:

'tamarind'

'to beat drum'

*hoe'

[sa'mpa|xu] -- [sa'mpa^u]

[me'randui] --- [me'randu]

[ta'r)kaui]

/sampa^ii/

/me+randu/
/tagkau/

The process is less likely to occur in slow deliberate speech. The rule can be stated as follows:

(17) +syllabic



as the tongue moves to the front high position of /i/, the voicing recommences before the target is

reached, resulting in the diphthong W].

10.4 Laryngealization

This process affects vowels following the glottal consonant /h/. In this position, vowels are

optionally laryngealized, that is, pronounced with a creaky voice. Note the following examples:

/meha/ ['meha?] - ['meha] *other'

/?inahu/ [?i'nahui] - [?i'nahui] 'vegetable'

/?ehe/ ['?ehe?] ~ ['?ehe] *want'

/tahi/ ['tahi?] - ['tahi] 'salt'

The rule can be stated as follows:

(20) [-f syllabic] -
r . 1 «. n / r+ continuant!
[+glottal] /

L^j^^ J

Note that this process sometimes causes a phonetic final glottal.

11. SURFACE LEVEL

As a way of summing up the various phonological processes that have been described, I list

below all the different phones which may appear at the surface level in Moronene. Altogether, there

are twenty-one consonant phones and twenty-one vowel phones.

Chart 5. Moronene Phones

Contoids
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